We hope this E-Mail finds everyone safe and healthy. As we are all navigating these
unprecedented times, we feel it is important to stay in touch regarding the upcoming
travel season. There are many unknows and scenarios that could play out, however
we will in most cases be following the guidelines set forth by the Twin Cities Soccer
League, laid out below. Their decisions are based on guidance provided by the CDC
and other health organizations.
We encourage you to have your children utilize the training plans sent by Casey
Holm, The HSA Director of Coaching. They are a great way to continue to get touches
and stay fit. Hopefully it warms up quickly so we can get back outside soon.
Currently HSA is in a holding pattern until at least April 30. We are continuing to
evaluate the River Town Classic and will communicate as decisions are made. Even
though we cannot connect in person Hudson Soccer continues to review ways we
can create the most developmentally appropriate and competitive teams. There are
some great and exciting opportunities that are being finalized and we will be
communicating them as the direction of the upcoming season becomes settled.
Message from Twin Cities Soccer Leagues
We hope you are well given the circumstances.
TCSL previously announced a tentative plan to clubs for addressing what likely will be
an abbreviated season. Those parameters remain in effect today and have not
changed.
If the season can kick-off around May 15, TCSL would maintain the existing schedule
with the first two weeks of play rescheduled by teams.
If the season is delayed until June 1 or 15, TCSL would produce a new schedule with
fewer matches, taking into consideration the number of weeks available. We would
also evaluate whether we host the season-ending Championships (11U+) event or
simply maximize the calendar to hold as many matches as possible.
If the season is delayed further than June 15, we will evaluate the feasibility of
building a meaningful program this summer season.

TCSL events (Minnesota Cup, 9U/10U Festival and Summer Championships) remain
on as scheduled at this time. Should these events not occur, we will provide a refund
to registered teams.
While we could present options for every single contingency, our hope is to simplify
messaging while not causing unnecessary work and stress for you during this period
of uncertainty. With the passing of days and weeks ahead, our path will be defined
by guidance from the various governmental authorities and from there, we will forge
a direction to the best of our collective abilities.
Thank you for your support and certainly reach out with any questions.
Be well.

